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Drive Top 25KG
If your driveway or path is looking a bit sad and worn and needs a bit of a lift, give it a quick
and easy make-over using Drive Top.
+D
 ramatically improves the appearance of your driveway and helps protect it from the
elements.
+ Strong enough to drive a car over without cracking or breaking up
+ Really easy to use - no primer required
+ Asphalt can be flexible but don’t worry because this is flexible too and won’t crack!
+C
 an be walked on after 24 hours and driven over after 2-3 days (depending on drying
conditions)
+ Low odour, water based acrylic - suitable for outdoors only, on concrete or asphalt
+ Matt, finely textured surface

Why

You’ll need

It’s easy to forget about your driveway or path until it looks old and
worn which can then lead to cracking, so to keep it looking good
simply apply a couple of coats of Drive Top. Drive Top, a matt, water
based acrylic coating is a quick and easy way of protecting and sealing
concrete or asphalt against the elements.
Drive Top has excellent UV resistance. Sealing the surface before the
winter sets in prevents it deteriorating with snow and ice.
If your driveway has minor imperfections 2 coats of Drive Top will
help cover them up, but if the surface is very badly worn with deeper
patches here and there, you can sort that out by applying multiple
coats - there is no limit to how many coats you can apply, you just need
to make sure that Drive Top has dried between each layer. Deep holes
can be repaired using our Epoxy Repair Mortar which is also ideal for
making good vulnerable edges.

9" Roller & tray
5" Paint Brush
These products are available on our website and can be shipped with
your order for Drive Top so you can get the job done quickly.

Prepare It
Before you start you will need to ensure that the surface is clean and
dry. If there is oil, grease or other contaminants then treat it first with
our Oil & Grease Remover. If your floor has been painted before, make
sure the old paint is not flaking. It’s best to lightly abrade it, as this will
remove any weak areas and provide a slightly rough surface for Drive
Top to bond to.

Apply It
Give it a good stir, pour it onto the floor in ribbons and spread it out
with a roller. Two thin coats is all it usually takes to give the driveway a
new lease of life, but you may need further applications to help cover
badly worn patches. Each coat can usually be applied 16 hours after
the last coat depending on drying conditions.
It covers well in two thin coats, so don’t be tempted to apply it too
thickly in any one go as this can actually cause a delay in the drying
process and may lead to cracking.
If you are using Drive Top outside, choose a dry day when rain is not
forecast. Don’t apply if the temperature falls below 10°C or goes above
30°C.
Note: Drive Top is not recommended for use on Stamped/Imprinted
concrete, etc. These surfaces are too smooth and non-porous for Drive
Top to bond sufficiently.

Dry It
Within 24 hours of application Drive Top can be walked on and driven
over after 2-3 days (these times will be extended when the weather is
cold, damp or humid).

Cover It
Covers approximately 15m2 at 1mm thick.

Important
Drive Top can be applied up to a maximum of 1mm in one application.
If you need to apply it thicker than that, simply apply another coat as
soon as the first coat has dried.
Drive Top is unsuitable for heavy vehicle use such as commercial type
car parks. It is intended for domestic traffic only.
Do not dilute with water.

Clean It
Clean brushes and rollers in warm soapy water before Drive Top starts
to dry.

Store It
The shelf life of Drive Top, if unopened, is one year.
Do not allow to freeze.

Disposal and Safety Information
Please see the Material Safety Data Sheet at
www.paintpeople.co.uk for safety information

Availability
Drive Top is supplied in 25kg containers.
Available from www.paintpeople.co.uk

Colour Range
Whilst great care is taken with the colour samples shown, no
guarantee can be given that they represent exactly the colours
offered.
Black

Dark
Grey
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